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of fashion and design. Munich is home to other museums that celebrate a specific area of interest,
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relates to the field of monitoring and analyzing athlete performances. In

order to properly monitor and analyze athlete performances, various forms
of detecting equipment have been developed over the years. Athletes use

these devices to measure their performance during practice or
competitions. These measuring devices typically use a pressure sensor to

measure the athlete's performances. For example, Nike developed a
performance monitoring system which measured the athlete's running
speed and step count. These types of measuring systems have become

increasingly popular. In addition, a number of systems have been
developed to evaluate various aspects of an athlete's performance. For

example, systems have been developed to measure the athlete's
performance during a workout. The systems provide a variety of data which

may be used to evaluate the athlete's performance. For example, some
systems estimate energy cost. Other systems calculate sports-related

statistics. In this vein, systems have been developed to record and analyze
the performance of golfers. Some systems track the motion of a golfer's
head and body to evaluate the position of a golfer's head and body when
they swing a golf club. For example, systems have been developed which
track the golfer's head, hand, and foot, and provide information regarding

the trajectory of the golfer's head, hand, and foot. One problem with
current methods is that they are not sufficiently precise. Some of the
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methods have a relatively low accuracy. The accuracy of the current
methods is insufficient to ensure that an athlete is using the proper

technique. Because of the uncertainty in current methods, many athletes
are misusing their equipment, and have a tendency to over-stress their

body. This over-stressing may lead to injuries which can cause the athlete
to become injured and to fail to achieve his or her peak athletic potential.

Another problem with current methods is that they do not measure an
athlete's performance at the precise moment that he or she is performing a
task. Current methods typically provide information regarding an athlete's

performance after the athlete has completed a task. That is, current
methods provide retrospective data regarding an athlete's performance.

Thus, it is an object of the invention to provide a method for efficiently and
accurately monitoring and analyzing an athlete's
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moved up a spot to qualify for the semi-final's of the World Cup. Auckland
have moved up a spot to qualify for the semi-final's of the World Cup.

Auckland will join New Zealand in the final World Cup round of 16 after a
dramatic day of qualifying matches at Castle Park. The Three Chiefs scored
the opening goal of the second half to beat Tasman 5-2 and keep their faint
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hopes alive. South Africa will progress to the semi-finals while Fiji will also
make their way through to the World Cup's first 16 sides. Auckland scored a
late goal against Samoa to draw level with the Pacific Island side and force
an extra time period. Three Chiefs carried on playing from the first kick-off
and the scoreline remained 2-2 until a Samoa counter-attack allowed for a

quick goal by Tukeva to give Samoa a three-goal cushion in the 47th
minute. The Chiefs' second goal came three minutes later when three-goal
hero Curwin Bosch was taken from the field with a serious knee injury but
returned for the win. The game was back and forth in the final period with

the Chiefs' goalkeepers George Naoupu and Liam Mills both keeping Samoa
scoreless before the Three Chiefs' late goal. The game was marred by

controversy when referee Kim McPherson did not award Auckland a penalty
after George Naoupu was caught in the box by a Samoa defender and saw

him shoved to the ground. Two minutes later Bosch suffered a serious
injury when he was tangled with his own teammate after a collision with the

Samoan defender
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